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During the nearly three years of the Biden administration, the federal government has sent tens of billions of dollars to local, county, and state law enforcement and wider criminal legal systems (including but not limited to jails, prisons, prosecutors, and courts), providing substantial resources to institutions that harm Black, Latine, and low-income communities. These communities are also facing economic, housing, educational, and other crises. Directing these tens of billions of taxpayer dollars to programs addressing these crises—including education, job training programs, affordable housing, healthcare, food, and others—would help these communities build safety far better than police do.¹

This brief attempts to account for all federal funding that has gone to local, county, and state law enforcement and criminal legal systems under the Biden administration. However, because there is no comprehensive reporting about this kind of funding and little transparency, it is impossible to provide a full and accurate picture. Thus, the following is likely an underestimation.
Where the money went

This federal funding to local, county, and state criminal legal systems includes:

$29.3 billion for "criminal justice assistance to state and local governments"

$28.3 billion of which is through the Department of Justice, for 2021-23.²

- This funding supports all aspects of local and state criminal legal systems—not only police and sheriff departments but also courts, medical examiners and forensic labs, and for- and non-profit organizations, for example.³ Due to lack of transparency in the relevant federal funding programs, we cannot know exactly how much money went to local and state police specifically.

- This also includes over $1.4 billion for the Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) Program,⁴ which provides funding for local police departments to hire new officers. Notably, authorization for COPS expired in 2009, but Congress has continued to substantially fund the program each year anyways.⁵

$3.36 billion in funding through the Homeland Security Grant Program (Department of Homeland Security)⁶

- These grants provide funding for planning, training, equipment, and programs to help prevent terrorism or prepare for disaster relief at the state, city, and metropolitan area levels, as well as funding for border security by supporting "enhanced cooperation and coordination among Customs and Border Protection (CBP), United States Border Patrol (USBP), and federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial law enforcement agencies."⁷
\$25\ billion\ (at\ least)\ in\ American\ Rescue\ Plan\ (ARPA)\ funding

but\ likely\ significantly\ more,\ was\ spent\ on\ law\ enforcement,\ courts,\ jails,\ and\ prisons\ by\ states\ and\ localities.

- This\ figure\ is\ through\ the\ first\ quarter\ of\ 2022,\ when\ about\ one-third\ of\ the\ $350\ billion\ in\ ARPA\ flexible\ funds\ going\ to\ state\ and\ local\ governments\ had\ been\ allocated.\(^8\)

- ARPA\ provided\ $350\ billion\ in\ economic\ stimulus\ funding\ to\ states\ and\ localities\ to\ help\ with\ COVID-19\ emergency\ and\ economic\ recovery.\(^9\)\ States\ and\ localities\ had\ broad\ discretion\ on\ how\ they\ used\ the\ funding.\ Not\ only\ did\ the\ federal\ government\ not\ restrict\ the\ funding\ from\ going\ to\ police,\ prisons,\ jails,\ and\ other\ parts\ of\ the\ criminal\ legal\ system,\ but\ President\ Biden\ encouraged\ states\ and\ localities\ to\ use\ ARPA\ funding\ to\ hire\ more\ police.\(^{10}\)

- For\ example,\ the\ Marshall\ Project\ found\ at\ least\ five\ municipalities\ that\ used\ ARPA\ funding\ to\ purchase\ armored\ vehicles\ for\ law\ enforcement\ and\ at\ least\ 38\ jurisdictions\ that\ bought\ police\ tasers\ with\ the\ funding\ that\ was\ meant\ to\ support\ COVID-19\ recovery.\ Los\ Angeles\ gave\ the\ Los\ Angeles\ Police\ Department\ $300\ million\ (about\ half\ of\ the\ total\ funds\ transferred\ to\ the\ city\ in\ 2021)\ to\ cover\ the\ salaries\ of\ sworn\ police\ officers.\ Alabama\ spent\ $400\ million\ to\ aid\ construction\ of\ two\ prison\ facilities.\ However,\ because\ of\ lax\ reporting\ requirements,\ it\ is\ not\ clear\ where\ a\ significant\ portion\ of\ this\ funding\ went.\(^{11}\)

\$168.6\ million\ worth\ of\ military\ equipment

supplied\ from\ the\ Department\ of\ Defense\ through\ the\ 1033\ Program.

- This\ includes\ at\ least\ 42\ mine-resistant,\ ambush-protected\ (MRAP)\ armored\ vehicles,\ one\ of\ which\ went\ to\ the\ Fulton\ County,\ GA,\ (Atlanta)\ Schools\ Police\ Department,\ and\ over\ 200\ “non-lethal”\ firing\ devices\ and\ projectiles,\ which\ can\ cause\ serious\ injury\ and\ even\ death,\ despite\ being\ labeled\ as\ “non-lethal.”\(^{12}\)”\(^{13}\)

This\ federal\ funding\ is\ on\ top\ of\ upwards\ of\ one\ hundred\ billion\ dollars\ spent\ by\ states\ and\ localities\ on\ policing\ each\ year.\(^{14}\)

These\ resources\ have\ been\ a\ key\ way\ that\ the\ federal\ government\ has\ helped\ build\ and\ sustain\ police\ power\ and\ have\ influenced\ local,\ county,\ and\ state\ budget\ and\ policy\ priorities.
The Biden Administration

The Biden administration has frequently requested that even more money be sent to state, county, and local law enforcement. For example, Biden’s FY2023 proposed budget would have more than doubled funding for the COPS hiring program, which sends funds to local and state law enforcement departments to hire additional police and sheriffs. In June 2021, the Biden administration called on cities and states to use ARPA funding to hire more police officers, a call that was repeated during his 2022 State of the Union, and boasted that ARPA funding made 2021 among the largest single-year commitments of federal resources for state and local law enforcement and public safety on record.

Lack of Transparency

While we found tens of billions of dollars in funding going to state, county, and local criminal legal systems, the real amount of funding is likely significantly higher. Because there is no comprehensive reporting about this kind of funding and little transparency, it is impossible to take a full accounting of how many federal dollars are sent to local, county, and state law enforcement agencies. While most of that funding comes from the Department of Justice, there are dozens of programs that provide this funding across multiple other federal departments, including the Department of Defense, Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Transportation, and the Department of the Interior. Many of these programs were created to support the disastrous, violent, and racist “war on drugs” and “war on terror,” encouraging states and localities to adopt racist and xenophobic federal anti-drug and anti-terrorism priorities, increase arrests and incarceration, build more prisons, increase spending on policing, and create increasingly punitive approaches to addressing poverty, drug use and sales, immigration, and protests.

Where This Money Should Go to Keep Communities Safe

The tens of billions of dollars directed into local, county, and state police and criminal legal systems would go a long way to pay for much needed programming and services in Black, Latine, and low-income communities, who experience most police violence and are hardest hit by current economic, housing, and other crises. Reinvesting in our communities through affordable housing, high quality public education, health care, good jobs, and other life-affirming, supportive programs help people thrive and address the root causes of harm. Greater access to affordable housing, healthcare, drug addiction treatment, and other supports also reduces violence and are often more cost effective than police. Research has also found that police largely do not reduce crime or violence—and very little of that research takes into account the harm and violence that police perpetrate against these communities. There are dozens of models across the country of strong, effective community-driven safety programs.

The Biden administration, and all levels of government, should follow the lead of communities that experience the impacts of violence and social disinvestment and are developing alternative programs to foster true community safety.
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